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Abstract
By opting for coopetition strategy, some companies prefer the horizontal one while others opt for the vertical.
Furthermore, some coopetitions are rather aggressive, while others are rather cooperative. Nevertheless, the
reasons for using one or the other of these strategies remain still ambiguous.
This article aims to explain the reasons, both internal and external, for the use of each type of coopetition and its
nature. By adopting a quantitative hypothetico-deductive approach, and through a sample of Tunisian industrial
companies, this study confirms that the need for strategic capabilities holds the strongest weight that the
competitive intensity in the explanation of the coopetition type and its nature.
Keywords: competition intensity, strategic capabilities, horizontal coopetition, vertical coopetition, propensity
for aggression, propensity for cooperation
1. Introduction
This research is part of the new approaches aimed at studying the explanatory factors of different strategies of
coopetition (horizontal and vertical) and their nature (aggressive or cooperative).
In fact, the coopetition strategy is becoming the strategic standard and the only option for ensuring the survival
and sustainable development of businesses in most sectors (Cygler et al., 2018). However, companies differ in
their choice of coopetition. Some choose horizontal coopetition, while others opt for vertical coopetition. On the
other hand some coopetitions are rather aggressive whereas others are rather cooperative. Nevertheless, the
reasons for using one or the other of these strategies remain ambiguous.
In fact, the explanatory factors of coopetition have given rise, despite timidly, to a certain amount of empirical
research (Dagnino et al., 2007; Fernandez & Le Roy, 2010; Gnyawali & Park, 2009; Sanou, 2012; Roy et al.,
2013; Le Roy et al., 2014). Nevertheless, these researches have not yet resulted in a consensus on the reasons for
using this new strategy. Indeed, the literature admits the existence of two main types of factors that may explain
the use of coopetition strategies. External factors refer in particular to shorter product life cycles, industrial
concentration, sectoral maturity, environmental uncertainty (Gnyawali & Park, 2009; Sanou, 2012; Chiambaretto
& Fernandez, 2016; Cygler et al., 2018). However, internal factors revolve around the need for strategic
resources (Bengtson & Kock, 1999; Dagnino et al., 2007; Fernandez & Le Roy, 2010).
In addition, comparative studies of the explanatory factors of the different strategies of coopetition (horizontal
and vertical) and their nature (aggressive or cooperative) are still much more timid (Hillman et al., 2009;
Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Le Roy & Sanou, 2014; Chiambaretto & Fernandez, 2016).
The aim of this article is therefore to fill this gap and to study the comparative explanatory factors of vertical
coopetition and horizontal coopetition and their natures (aggressive or cooperative) in the Tunisian
manufacturing industry by focusing on the intensity’ competition as the main external factor and the need for
strategic capabilities as the main internal factor. The question then will be:
To what extent does the intensity of competition and the need for strategic capabilities lead to the choice of
horizontal coopetition at the expense of vertical coopetition? And is this chosen coopetition rather
aggressive or cooperative?
In an attempt to answer this question, certain hypotheses were emitted and tested on a sample of Tunisian
industrial enterprises. Empirical results will no doubt useful to practitioners as well as public decision-makers.
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For this, this document has been structured as follows: a first section was devoted to the review of the literature
dealing firstly with coopetition, in particular its theoretical field, its typology, and its advantages and
disadvantages, and secondly on the determinants of coopetition, with particular reference to the approach to
competitive forces and the resource approach. A second section is dedicated to the development of the research
model and hypotheses. The third section was devoted to the presentation of the research methodology that has
been adopted in this article. The fourth section of this document presents the results of the research. The next
section focused on discussions of research findings. A later section was intended to deduce the managerial
implications. Finally, the last section was devoted to the conclusions and limitations of the study.
2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 The Strategic Choices of Coopetition
Cooperation and competition have been widely regarded as the two opposite extremes of a broad continuum,
because these two strategies are based on two entirely opposite paradigms (the theory of industrial organizations
and socio-economic theory) or even incompatible (Fernandez et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the end of the 90s,
experienced recognized attempts to bring these two opposing currents closer together by referring to the term
"alliances between competitors" which corresponds to "associations between several competing or potentially
competing firms" (Hamel et al., 1989; Contractor & Lorange, 1988; Doz, 1996; Garrette & Dussauge, 1995).
However, the strong growth of recourse to this type of strategy that involves multiple adversaries and partners
has given rise to a new terminology to describe this rather complex and paradoxical phenomenon, namely
"coopetition". (Fernandez et al., 2010; Fernandez & Le Roy, 2010) According to Fernandez et al. (2010), this
new concept of "coopetition" adds to that of "alliances between competitors" a new dimension namely the
simultaneity of these two dimensions, which have always been seen as antagonisms, was the basic foundation of
this new concept. In the framework of the coopetition strategy, cooperation and competition are rather
considered as interdependent opposites (Chen, 2008, cited by Fernandez & Le Roy, 2010).
At this stage, it is not unimportant to recall that this increasing use of coopetition, which marked the end of the
1990s and which brings together simultaneously cooperative strategies and competitive strategies (Luo, 2004),
finds explanations in the unusual intensification of competition, the products cycles of life becoming shorter, and
increased research and development costs.
2.2 Theoretical Fields, Definitions and Paradoxes of Coopetition
Coopetition, as conceived by new research in this field, does not correspond to an extension of cooperation
theories or competition theories. It is rather a new field of autonomous research (Battista Dagnino, quoted by Le
Roy & Yami, 2007). Researchers thus refer to certain theories to arrive at a precise and specific
conceptualization of coopetition, in particular game theory (Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1996; Lado et al., 1997),
resource-based theory, and the theory of social networks (Lado et al., 1997). Therefore, coopetition was first
theorized from the notion of "value network" and was defined by Nalebuff and Brandenburger (1996) as the
reconciliation of the "complementary" interest that manifests itself when competition and cooperation occur
simultaneously (Le Roy & Yami, 2007).
This definition clearly reveals the difference between coopetition, competition and cooperation, in the following
three points:
•

"The interdependence between companies is both a source of economic value creation and the place of
sharing of this economic value;

•

The interdependence between firms is based on a positive and variable sum game that must bring
mutual benefits to partners, but not necessarily equitable ones;

•

In a positive and variable sum game, the interdependence of firms is based on a function of inter-firm
interests "(Dagnino et al., 2007, p. 95).

Subsequently, and over the years, the term coopetition has had several definitions. According to Bengtson and
Kock (2000, p. 412) coopetition corresponds to a "dyadic and paradoxical relationship that emerges when two
companies cooperate in some activities and at the same time compete with each other on other activities". For
Chien and Peng (2005), it is defined as a cooperative and competitive strategy pursued by the company for the
purpose of developing its market or limiting costs, strengthening its competitiveness and winning a leading
position in the market.
Coopetition is also defined as the simultaneous adoption of two contradictory behaviors: aggressive behavior and
/ or cooperative behavior with competitors. To say that a firm is coopetitive is to say that it also knows a high
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level of competitive aggressiveness and cooperativity (Sanou, 2012). In the same vein, Luo (2007) sees
coopetition as simultaneous collaboration and competition with the same adversary partners. On their part,
Dagnino et al. (2007, p. 95) consider that coopetition is "a system of actors that interact on the basis of a partial
congruence of interests and objectives".
Given these definitions, we can predict that a firm is coopetitive when it knows both a high level of competitive
aggressiveness and a high level of cooperativity (Sanou, 2012). These two dimensions (strong aggressiveness
and strong cooperation) coexist in coopetition and demonstrate its paradoxical nature. The first dimension of
competitive aggressiveness assumes that the firm is aggressive when it initiates a large number of complex
competitive actions and reactions within a limited time frame (Gnyawali, He, & Madhava, 2006; Sanou & Le
Roy, 2012; Ferrier, 2001; Smith, Grimm, & Gannon, 1992). The second dimension of coopetition is that of
cooperativity, which is defined as "the propensity of the firm to initiate cooperative actions and to become
involved in cooperative actions in its sector of activity" (Sanou, 2012).
2.3 Typology of Coopetition
The review of the literature allowed us to retain several typologies of coopetitions based on various criteria
proposed by various authors. In this regard, we mention Dagnino and Padula (2002), who propose four forms of
coopetition based on two axes, namely the number of companies involved in the cooperation and the number of
activities in the value chain carried out in cooperation with competitors (cited by Le Roy & Yami, 2007):
complex dyadic coopetition, simple dyadic coopetition, simple network coopetition, complex network
coopetition. As for Garraffo (2002), he distinguish four types of coopetition:
•

Passive collaboration (mutual interaction required by law)

•

Active collaboration (voluntary collaboration) in the form of agreements or coordinated actions

•

Passive competition (indirect non-personal marketing)

•

Active competition (includes sales activities)

Czakon and Rogalski (2014) propose another type of coopetition, namely lateral coopetition or of network. For
his part, Luo (2004, 2005) presents a typology of coopetitive relations with multinationals based on the intensity
of competitive and collaborative relationships. Lamberg, Ojala and Sajasalo (2007) propose a typology of
coopetition based on the analysis of the value chain of the forest industry. By combining the typologies proposed
by Lamberg, Ojala and Sajasalo (2007) and by Luo (2004), Gnywawali et al. (2008) offer a model derived from
the combination of the model proposed by Dagnino and Padula (2002) with the distinction between horizontal
and vertical coopetition. In the context of horizontal coopetition, cooperation takes place between the two
competitors on some elements of the value chain that are upstream or downstream of the products for which they
are in competition (Hamouti et al., 2014, Bengtsson et al., 2000; Le Roy et al., 2010). However, at the level of
vertical coopetition, firms collaborate in partnership form in a client-supplier relationship, and are competing
upstream or downstream of this cooperation (Pellegrin-Boucher & Le Roy, 2009).
2.4 Benefits and Risks of Coopetition
Research on coopetition (Bengtsson & Kock, 1999; Nalebuff Brandenburger, 1996) see themselves concordant
that the pursuit of a coopetition strategy allows firms to benefit both from the competitive advantages manifested
by stimulating the search for new productive, rent-generating combinations, as well as the benefits of
cooperation, which consist in gaining access to scarce and complementary resources of competitors (Chetty et al.,
2003; Zineldin, 2004; Pellegrin-Boucher & Le Roy, 2009) particularly they are non-tangible and unavailable in
order to reduce then the risque of imitation (Cygler et al., 2018). Coopetition stimulate also the innovation of
partners and the development of technologies (Cygler et al., 2018).
However, these researches do not fail to discuss the risks of coopetition, which can be summed up in the high
probability of imitation of one's own resources and competences by the adversary partner who can often be the
main hidden motive of this coopetition (Prévot, 2007 quoted by Fernandez & Le Roy, 2010). A loss of
organizational independence and decision-making is also a dangerous threat stemming from coopetition (Cygler
et al., 2018).
Moreover, coopetition can be a way to chase information or other intangible assets or even a trick for spying on
the partner (Lavie, 2006). In addition, conflicts in coopetition can be a source of weakening of the cooperation
efficiency and even of the objectives effectiveness pursued individually or commonly by coopetitors. They can
also negatively affect the image of the company (Cygler et al., 2018). Besides, coopetition may incur operating
costs that increase the financial situation of the company (Ritala et al., 1996).
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3. The Determinants of the Strategic Choices of Coopetition
Based on network theory and resource-based theory, Bengtson and Kock (1999) defined two factors that
determine the choice of firms between a purely competitive, purely cooperative or coopetition strategy, namely:
the need for surplus resources and the relative position on the sector. According to these two authors, it is
according to the intensity of these two factors (strong or weak) that companies choose a particular type of
behavior.
Table 1. Relationships between competitors
Relative position on sector

Need in resources excess

Strong

Low

Strong

Coopetition

Competition

Low

Cooperation

Coexistence

Source: Dagnino et al., 2007
In the same vein, Fernandez and Le Roy (2010), while relying on the theory of resources, show that coopetition
is not preferred as long as the internal resources of the company are sufficient and that the latter arrives at to
achieve a competitive advantage on its own. However, it is because of the increased complexity of products and
services that firms are often unable to own and develop the resources needed for their production alone. Indeed,
companies' resources are heterogeneous, which makes them potentially complementary and interdependent. This
is what drives them to look for the partner with the most complementary resources. Unfortunately, the most
complementary potential partner can often be one of their main competitors. For Gnyawali and Park (2009),
several factors are likely to favor the continuation of a coopetition strategy, namely: the short life cycles of
products (characteristics of the industry); high research and development costs, technological convergence. On
this point, Sanou (2012) has shown that the pursuit of a coopetition strategy is determined by sectoral variables
such as industrial concentration, the sectoral maturity of the firm's domestic market; and its international
presence. On the other hand, the adoption of such a strategy is also determined by the size of the firm. Referring
to the resource dependency theory, Chiambaretto and Fernandez (2016) argue that environmental uncertainty can
be a determining factor that fosters the development of coopetition strategies for the reason that with the
intensification of competition, the need for similar resources can often only be found in a competitor.
As part of this work, we first refer to Porter's competitive forces approach in that it combines the main external
factors proposed in the literature (industrial concentration, environmental uncertainty related to competitive
intensity, etc.) that can guide companies' strategic choices, especially coopetition. In a second step, we try to
explain the use of coopetition based on the resource approach (Bengtson & Kock, 1999; Fernandez & Le Roy,
2010).
3.1 The Competitive Forces Approach
The early work of the Harvard Business School (1965) on corporate strategy eventually established the LCAG
model which postulates that a company must conduct a double external analysis (opportunities and threats of the
environment) and internal (forces and weaknesses of the company) to develop its own strategy. Despite their
merit, this work does not attribute a valuable role to the knowledge of competition. The latter did not know a
first explicit and expanded development only with the work of Porter (1980) on competitive forces that come
from the industrial economy (SCP) but are much richer. Indeed, according to Porter (1980, p. 3) "the structure of
a sector has a strong influence on the determination of the competitive rules of the game and on the strategies to
which the firm is able to resort". As a result, the competitive intensity relative to a business sector depends on the
state of the five structural forces (existing competitors, potential entrants, substitute products, customers,
suppliers).
This approach allows a complete and enriched analysis of the industry and its evolution, competitors and the
positioning of the company in relation to its competitors, which allows the development of a competitive strategy
aimed at supporting the position of the company on the market (Galbreath & Galvin, 2008).
Nevertheless, despite its considerable contributions, this approach is criticized for its structuralist view of
competition as it only uses the characteristics of the sector in the development of companies’ strategic choices,
while neglecting the actual interaction of competitors. Added to this is the interest brought in external factors at
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the expense of internal factors in the development of strategic choices. Indeed, the differences in performance
recorded within the same industry have led some authors to question the real antecedents of strategic choices of
companies (Rumelt, 1984). The resource approach brings, for the first time, the answer.
3.2 The RBV Approach
3.2.1 Emergence and Basic Ideas
This approach dates back to the work of Barnard (1938), Seznich (1957), and Chandler (1962), who emphasized
the role of the firm's capabilities in using its resources for the creation of economic performance. However, it
was Penrose (1959) who proposed a first new vision of the company while defining it as a collection of physical
resources (factories, equipment, land, materials, etc.) and human resources (workers, management team,
engineers, etc.) who are available to managers. While attributing to this "internal world" of resources a weight
comparable to that of external forces (competitive pressure or customer requirements), this author presumes that
it is the combination of these resources that generates the creation of unique subjective and specific productive
opportunities that promote growth for each company.
Following this work, the Harvard School (1965), which has proposed a composite model (SWOT), has combined
both external factors (opportunities and threats of the environment) and internal factors (strengths and
weaknesses of the company) when developing strategic choices. These later internal factors incorporate
implicitly the resources and skills of the company.
However, the first institutionalization of the resource approach goes back to the work of Wernerfelt (1984) who
proposed the term Resource Based View (RBV) and which stipulated that the resources of the enterprise
correspond to its strengths and weaknesses as established by the SWOT model. The author Barney (1991),
meanwhile, has just linked the resources of the company to the sustainable and durable competitive advantage
that can create, by considering that these resources correspond to "all assets, capacities, organizational processes,
firm's attributes, information, knowledge, etc. controlled by a firm that allows it to design and implement
strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness".
This approach has generated a certain revolution in the strategic thinking of the moment when the company sees
itself as a collection of unique resources with a considerable impact not only on its evolution and its strategic
development choices, but also on its competitive advantage and its annuities (Barney, 1991; Dierickx & Cool,
1989). It breaks with traditional approaches where resources are considered mobile and homogeneous to attribute
the cause of companies’ heterogeneity to the fact that these resources are not perfectly mobile between firms
(Barney, 1991). Added to this, is the fact that companies do not always have the same resource endowments
(Foss, 1997).
In this regard, Barney (1996) points out that some resources, when present, favor a particular type of generic
strategic choice. Thus, the presence of a significant experience effect favors the strategy of domination by the
costs while the reputation favors the differentiation. Fernandez and Le Roy (2010), for their part, assume that the
RBV theory is a stimulus to the pursuit of an individual strategy and this because the isolation of the company
allows it to create sustainable unique resources. On the other hand, if companies have a strong need for resources
(complementary or similar), they are obliged to cooperate vertically and sometimes even to ally with a
competitor and coopeete (Koenig, 1996; Bengtsson & Kock, 2000).
3.2.2 Strategic Capabilities
The pioneering work on resources uses the terms resources and capacities indistinctly to designate the same
meaning. It will be necessary to wait for Amit and Schoemaker (1993) to propose a first considerable distinction
between these two terms. According to these authors, the resources refer to the assets owned and controlled by
the company whereas the capacities indicate the ability of the firm to exploit and combine these resources
through the organizational routines aiming at accomplishing its path. These resources interact in a rather
complex way, providing specific, tangible and intangible information processes that build capacities. The latter,
when they are strategic, can have the effect of increasing the competitiveness of the company by promoting the
creation of a sustainable competitive advantage, increasing production efficiency and improving deliveries (Day,
1994; Spanos & Lioukas, 2001; Desarbo et al., 2005).
Researchers highlight various types of strategic capabilities, as each firm develops a specific configuration of
capabilities that is rooted in the realities of its competitive market, past commitments, and projected needs (Grant,
1991). Still, it is important to note that there are certain types of capabilities that can exist in any business,
especially those that correspond to key value creation processes, such as strategic managerial, technology,
marketing, market-link and information technology capabilities.
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However, if it is true that the RBV
V approach brrings a new uunderstanding of the strateggic process to
o the
neoclassical approach, it
i continues too view compeetition as a sttruggle by refferring to new
w barriers to entry
(resources or capabilities). This suggeests the compleementarity of tthese two apprroaches in expplaining profitss and
strategic chhoices.
3.3 Compllementarity of the Porterian A
Approach andd the Resourcess’ Approach
Researchers unanimouslly agree that tthese two appproaches have differences ass well as simiilarities that ju
ustify
their compplementarity (Amit
(
& Shom
maker, 1993; B
Barney & Zajjac, 1994). Foor example, Sppanos and Lio
oukas
(2001) arggue that both of these apprroaches encourrage higher-thhan-normal retturns and therrefore an attra
active
strategic pposition (Connner, 1991). Neevertheless, thhese authors aargue that thesse two approaaches differ on
n the
nature of rrent (monopoliistic / Ricardiaan) and explanaatory factors fo
for strategic choices (externall / internal).
To this endd, researchers agree on theirr complementaarity because vvalue creation stems logicallly from the intternal
capacities of the strategyy adopted and from the strateegy to the com
mpetitive enviroonment (Barneey & Griffin, 1992)
1
and Barneyy (1992) citedd by (Spanos & Lioukas, 20001). On this sam
me point, Barnney and Zajac (1994) and Ba
arney,
Spender aand Reve, (19994) assume thhat the examinnation of the skills needed to implementt the strategy must
necessarilyy join the anallysis of the com
mpetitive enviironment of thhe firm and vicce versa (Penrrose, 1959; Am
mit &
Schoemakker, 1993). Thhis complemeentarity has allready been rrecognized byy the SWOT model integrrating
resources (strengths andd weakness of the company)) and the comppetitive enviroonment (opporttunities and th
hreats
from the environment) (F
Foss, 1996)
This compplementarity calls
c
for the ccombination of these two aapproaches in the explanatioon of the stra
ategic
choices annd this because they compplement each other in the eexplanation off the source oof the competitive
advantage and the perfoormance and tthat they highllight the samee phenomena, namely: sustaainable competitive
advantage and strategic choices
c
(Spanoos & Lioukas, 2001).
4. Develop
pment of the Model
M
and Hyypotheses
This workk refers to a duual theoretical framework groouping the porrterian approacch and the RB
BV presented above
a
and propooses a compossite model expplaining the cchoice of cooppetition strateggies (Figure 1). This conceptual
model thaat we propose stipulates thaat the intensitty of competittion, orients ddifferently the different stra
ategic
choices off coopetition (horizontal annd vertical) annd their naturre (aggressive or cooperativve), and that these
strategic cchoices and thheir nature allso depend onn the possiblee company's pprovision of sufficient stra
ategic
capabilitiees.

Figure 1. Conceptuel m
model
The objecttive is to deterrmine the facttors (competitiion ‘intensity aand strategic ccapabilities) thhat favor the use
u of
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horizontal coopetition to the detriment of vertical coopetition and rather aggressive coopetition to the detriment
of cooperative coopetition.
4.1 The Impact of the Competition Intensity on Coopetition Strategies
The assumptions of the competitive forces approach have been relatively tested not only in the field of
competitive strategies but also in the field of cooperation and coopetition strategies. However, the review of the
literature allows us to remember that the research conducted on this topic is still shy about the nature of
coopetition (horizontal or vertical) favored in the context of a highly competitive environment. As such, we cite
Shan's work (1990), which proved that the high intensity of competition favors the formation of alliances. Very
recently, the empirical study of Chiambaretto and Fernandez (2016) shows that the high environmental
uncertainty encourages companies to move much more towards coopetition strategies than towards pure
cooperation strategies. By evocating two types of coopetition (horizontal and vertical), Hamouti et al. (2014)
have just confirmed that to succeed in innovating in a highly competitive environment, companies must make
greater use of both vertical and horizontal coopetition.
As for the aggressive or cooperative nature of the coopetition conducted, the researches are much more lacking.
In this framework of ideas, Luo (2007) argues that the intensity of competition pushes to develop the competitive
dimension of coopetition as well as the cooperative dimension. Indeed, in terms of the cooperative dimension,
the response of coopetitors to competitive threats is to intensify collaboration to strengthen their bargaining
power and to impose new barriers to entry (through predatory pricing, manipulation of technological standards,
pressuring governments to use more stringent policies). These claims are justified by the example of Simens who
strengthened his collaboration with his rival Motorola when he realized that the competitive threats of
competitors like Hitachi, 3Com, Cisco, Acer and Samsung have increased. Simens and Motorola have jointly
strengthened the technology standards and put pressure on the Chinese government not to ratify project
developers in cities where they had already invested and operated.
With regard to the competitive aggressiveness dimension, Luo (2007) argues that the propensity for competitive
aggression tends to increase with the intensification of competition, especially in the context of a mature industry
where coopetitors tend to compete fully with each other in order to maximize the rent of their respective
positions in the market. To assert this, the author illustrates the example of Sun Microsystems where competition
between semi-conductor producers, including Toshiba, Unisys, Fujitsu, Philips and Matsushita, has increased
dramatically when RISC technology has become obsolete after IBM (Whose PC unit was acquired by Lenovo in
China 2005 for $ 1.75 billion), Motorola and Apple jointly developed the PowerPC chip and Intel has redoubled
its efforts to develop the Pentium chip. Similarly, when firms are targeting the same market, the same
competitive strategy, the same element of competitive advantage or the similarity of products is growing, the
propensity for competitive aggression is increasing. These claims are justified by the example of Germany
Bertelsmann and France Vivendi Universal, two of the world's largest media groups that cooperate and compete,
have increased their rivalry by striving to compete in each other's domestic markets (Largest market community).
Vivendi finally turned to the marketing of sports teams and events in Europe, a zone long dominated by
Bertelsmann (Increasing the similarity of the portfolio).
Following the above developments, we make the following central hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: The competition’ intensity favors coopetition strategies
From this hypothesis follow the following sub-hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1-1- the competition’ intensity favors horizontal coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 1-1-1: The competition ‘intensity favors the propensity for cooperation of horizontal coopetition
Hypothesis 1-1-2: The competition ‘intensity favors the propensity for aggression of horizontal coopetition
Hypothesis 1-2- the competition’ intensity favors vertical coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 1-2-1: The competition ‘intensity favors the propensity for cooperation of vertical coopetition
Hypothesis 1-2-2: The competition ’intensity favors the propensity for aggression of vertical coopetition
4.2 The Impact of Strategic Capabilities on Coopetition Strategies
Since the founding works on coopetition (Bengtsson & Kock, 1999), the high need for excess resources seems to
be one of the determining factors in pursuing a strategy of coopetition. However, these researches have not made
a clear distinction between the primacy of horizontal coopetition over vertical coopetition, or the opposite
depending on the level of resource requirement. Le Roy and Fernandez (2010), in an empirical study of the
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European space industry, simply, show that companies are increasingly opting for coopetition when they lack
internal resources to create a competitive advantage in isolation. In parallel, Miotti and Sachwald (2003) find in
their empirical study that the strategic need for effort in research and development increases the tendency of
companies to cooperate with a competitor. This cooperation with rivals aims to pool similar resources in order to
cope with high R & D costs.
As for the aggressive or cooperative nature of coopetition, researches are also timid. Luo (2007) shows that the
propensity for competitive aggression tends to increase when the interdependence of resources among
coopetitors tends to decrease. However, when it is strong, it has the effect of favoring the intensity of the
propensity to cooperate (Henderson & Mitchell, 1997). These claims are justified in the case of the German
company Vodafone and the French company Vivendi Universal, which have long coopeete (compete and
cooperate). However, with the dissolution of Vizzavi, (their joint venture on the Internet), their mutual
competition has increased significantly in European mobile markets due to their low interdependence in
resources.
Based on the above reflections, we can formulate the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2: Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the adoption of coopetition strategies
From this hypothesis, several sub-hypotheses can emerge:
Hypothesis 2-1: Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the adoption of horizontal coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 2-1-1- Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the propensity for cooperation of horizontal
coopetition
Hypothesis 2-1-2- Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the propensity for aggression of horizontal coopetition
Hypothesis 2-2: Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the adoption of vertical coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 2-2-1- Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the propensity for cooperation of vertical coopetition
Hypothesis 2-2-2- Insufficient strategic capabilities favors the propensity for aggression of vertical coopetition
By comparing the effect of the two factors studied on the continuation of coopetition strategies, we propose the
following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3: Insufficient strategic capabilities has a more decisive effect than competitive intensity in adopting
coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 3-1: Insufficient strategic capabilities has a more decisive effect than competitive intensity in
adopting horizontal coopetition strategies
Hypothesis 3-2: Insufficient strategic capabilities has a more decisive effect than competitive intensity in
adopting vertical coopetition strategies
5. Research Methodology
5.1 Measurement of Variables
With the exception of the "intensity of existing competition" dimension, which was measured by the scale
proposed by Mia and Clarke (1999) in an adapted version of the Khandwalla scale (1972) but used in a Al-Rfou's
own version (2012), the four other competitive forces (threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products,
bargaining power of customers, bargaining power of suppliers) were measured by the scales of measurement
proposed by Weerawardena (2006) based on the scales developed by Pecotich et al. (1999).
To measure the constructs of different strategic capabilities (managerial, technological, information technology,
marketing and market linkage), this research refers to the scales proposed by Desarboo et al. (2005).
Regarding coopetition, Fernandez et al. (2010), argue that researchers in management sciences must incorporate
multidimensionality as an additional constraint when it comes to measuring this phenomenon of coopetition.
Nevertheless, although the measures used to date, incorporate the two dimensions of coopetition (competition
and cooperation), they offer only an indirect measure (Fernandez et al., 2010) which revolves around the
measurement of cooperation in the competition (network framework) or vice versa (Gnyawali, He, & Madhavan,
2006, Andrevski, Ferrier, & Bras, 2007). In order to fill this gap and take into account the bi-dimensionality of
the coopetition variable, and while trying to make a direct measure of coopetition, we have tried to measure
coopetition through a competitive dimension and a cooperation dimension. Thus, we measured the "propensity
for cooperation" dimension through the scale proposed by Luo et al. (2007). As for the second dimension
relating to competitive aggression, we used the Le Roy’ scale (1996, 2001). This scale was similarly adapted to
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the needs of our study by using it once for vertical coopetition and a second time for horizontal coopetition.
For all the items on the chosen scales of measurement, respondents are asked to rate, on a seven-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 "very low" to 7 "very high" their attitudes towards the different variables of the 'study.
5.2 Sampling, Administration and Data Collection
As part of this work, we opted for the reasoned choice sampling method, since it was judged that the sample with
the characteristics listed below can enable us to achieve the objectives of the research. Indeed, the mother
population assembles companies of the Tunisian manufacturing industry (the sector of textile and clothing, the
sector electrical, electronics and household appliances, the chemical sector and, the sector agro-alimentary) of
small, medium or large sizes, all regime of activity combined (totally exporting and other than totally exporting).
With regard to the questionnaire, the validity of content (consensus validity and facial validity) was verified first
through its submission to the appreciation of peers and experts, who made us benefit from certain
recommendations concerning certain items. Subsequently, this questionnaire was tested through a pre-test with
12 companies, which allowed us to clarify and rephrase some misunderstood or inadequate questions. Then, we
administered it, in its final version, to the general managers (CEOs) of the companies in our sample while opting
for the face-to-face mode which has the advantage of favoring a high control of the sample and a more reliable
information. Of the 400 questionnaires distributed, only 236 copies were returned with a return rate of 59% of
which only 203 were exploitable and fully populated (no missing data) with an 85.5% actionable response rate.
6. Results
The results of the empirical study (Table 3) carried out cannot be used before making sure of the reliability and
the dimensionality of the different scales of measurement used by means of a first purification through the ACP
and the calculation of the Alpha of Cronbach, then a second purification through the AFC. Having verified all
these conditions of scientific rigor, the data were analyzed through the method of structural equations which
showed a good quality of fit of the global model. At this stage, we were able to empirically validate the research
hypotheses and announce the results obtained.
Thus, the empirical study carried out shows that the intensity of competition has a positive and significant effect
on both horizontal and vertical coopetition strategies. This allows us to confirm our hypotheses H1, H1-1 and
H1-2.
As for the second explanatory variable of our model, the results of the empirical investigation initiated show the
existence of a negative and significant effect of the strategic capabilities on the different strategies of vertical and
horizontal coopetition, which exiles us to confirm Hypothesis H2, H2-1 and H2-2.
Regarding the effect of competitive intensity on the propensity for aggression and cooperation, we found that in
the case of horizontal coopetition, the propensity for competitive aggression increases while the propensity for
cooperation decreases with the competition ‘intensity. This allows us to confirm H1-1-1 but to overturn H1-1-2.
However, in the context of vertical coopetition, the intensity of competition seems to have a negative effect on
both the cooperative and the aggressive dimension, thus allowing us to confirm H1-2-1 and H1-2- 2.
Concerning the effect of strategic capabilities on the propensity for competitive aggression as well as
cooperativity, it turns out to be negative and significant for both horizontal and vertical coopetition, thus
confirming the hypotheses H 2-1-1, H2 -1-2, H2-2-1 and H2-2-2.
The comparison of the coefficients in absolute value of the two factors allows us to confirm that the "strategic
capabilities" factor holds the strongest weight that the competitive intensity in the explanation of the two types of
coopetition and this despite its negative sign in both cases. Thus allowing us to confirm H3-1, H3-2 and
consequently H3.
7. Discussions
This empirical investigation has taught us that the intensity of competition determines the strategies of
coopetition. More specifically, competitive intensity seems to have a negative impact on vertical coopetition
strategies while having a positive impact on horizontal coopetition strategies. Given that horizontal coopetition
strategies are mainly developed in R & D activities, the development of new products, the improvement of the
existing technology within our sample, we can therefore affirm like Hamouti et al. (2014) on a sample of the
video game industry that compared to the competitive intensity, it is the horizontal coopetition which is
privileged compared to the vertical coopetition and which proves the major source of the radical innovation. This
type of coopetition provides access to the partner resources most needed to compete in the market (Hamouti et
al., 2014). Indeed, a context marked by a strong competitive intensity is likely to require radical innovation that
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requires resources that are found only in the strongest competitor (Chiambaretto & Fernandez, 2016). As for the
vertical coopetition strategy, it is mainly focused on the development of new products, improvement of existing
technology, sales and market segmentation and does not allow access to the resources needed for production,
which explains the low use of this strategy when competition intensifies. In fact, when the intensity of
competition is moderate, the need to innovate becomes more modest (incremental innovation), hence the use of
vertical coopetitions, where cooperation is carried out on the products of suppliers (which are at the same time
competitors) or on the activities or distribution channels of customers (who are concurrently competitors) but do
not allow an innovation of the company's products (Hamouti et al., 2014). These results are in line with those of
the empirical study of Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1996), who, by testing the relationship between the
competition ‘intensity and the use of alliance strategies with a competitor, find that firms make recourse
increasingly to alliance strategies when the number of competitors is high in an industry. Along the same lines,
we also join Shan (1990) who proves, on a sample of entrepreneurial biotechnology firms, that the high intensity
of competition favors the formation of alliances.
To further these investigations and digging deeper into the analysis of coopetition, focusing on the cooperative
and aggressive intensity of this strategy, the results show that in the case of horizontal coopetition, the propensity
for aggression while the propensity for cooperation decreases with the intensification of competition. This
coopetition situation can be described as conflictual, as Luo (2007) suggests. These results are in part consistent
with Luo's (2007) claims who stipulate that the competition ‘intensity has the effect of reinforcing the
competitive dimension of coopetition. However, our results conflict with Luo (2007) regarding the cooperative
dimension of horizontal coopetition. Similarly, for vertical coopetition, the intensity of competition seems to
have a negative effect on both the cooperative dimension and the aggressive one, annoying thereby Luo (2007).
This coopetition situation is described as a situation of isolation according to the terms of Luo (2007).
As for the competitive aggression dimension, the results of this paper are in line with Luo's (2007) comments for
horizontal coopetition, but thwart them for vertical coopetition. One possible explanation is that the sectors
subject to horizontal coopetition are in the maturing phase, which leads to more competitive aggression (Baum &
Korn, 1999) or that coopetitors adopt the same competitive strategy, target the same market, or have a strong
similarity of products (Luo, 2007). However, as far as the cooperative dimension is concerned, our results
contradict Luo (2007) in terms of both horizontal coopetition and vertical coopetition. Indeed, Luo (2007) argues
that the cooperative dimension of coopetition increases with competitive intensity. According to this author,
coopetitors' response to competitive threats is to intensify collaboration in order to strengthen their bargaining
power, impose new barriers to entry (through predatory pricing, manipulation of technological standards, put
pressure on governments to they use harsher policies).
In terms of the effect of the firm's strategic capabilities on coopetition strategies, it manifests itself in a variety of
relationships. Indeed, our empirical investigation has allowed us to agree that the lack of strategic capabilities
favors the vertical and horizontal coopetition strategy. Nevertheless, it is important to note that in our sample,
companies have an interest in opting for vertical coopetition slightly more than horizontal coopetition when their
resource requirements are higher. This result cannot be explained independently of the factor "competitive
intensity". To this end, we assume that the competitive environment of these companies is not so intense, which
implies that the resources required for innovation and performance are only upstream or downstream of the
production process and that the chosen vertical coopetitors are rich in these resources, which prove to be
sufficient in this context. Thus, a cooperation on the products of the coopetitor suppliers or on the distribution
and communication channels of the coopetitor customers proves to be sufficient in view of the need for resources
felt and has the advantage of better protecting the key resources of the coopetitors.
This result diverges from that of Hamouti et al. (2014), which prove that companies prefer the adoption of
horizontal coopetition because it is the most efficient for coopetitors since it makes it possible to boost the sales
of the two coopetitors and to increase their respective market shares. However, in the context of vertical
coopetition, the customer or the supplier (who is at the same time a competitor) often engages in exclusive
contracts with the cooperator which limits his potential gains.
In order to further refine our investigations, we considered it useful to deepen the analysis of coopetition taking
into account its two-dimensional nature. Our empirical results allow us to conclude that the insufficiency of the
strategic capacities favors the propensity for cooperation and the competitive aggressiveness towards the
coopetitors in the two cases of coopetition (horizontal and vertical). Therefore, we find that the lack of resources
is a factor favoring the horizontal and vertical coopetition of "adaptation" type as proposed by Luo (2007), where
the aggressive and cooperative dimension are the strongest possible. This is partly consistent with the statements
of Bengtsson and Kock (1999, 2000) and Luo (2007) who argue that the propensity for cooperation increases
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with the increased need for resources. However, we oppose Luo's (2007) comments on the propensity for
aggression. Indeed, this author argues that the propensity for competitive aggression tends to increase when the
interdependence of resources among coopetitors tends to decrease. However, when this interdependence is
strong, it has the effect of favoring the intensity of the propensity to cooperate (Henderson & Mitchell, 1997). As
such, this author proves that because of the low interdependence in resources of the company Vodafone and the
company Vivendi Universal, which have long cooperated, their mutual competition has significantly increased in
the pan-European mobile markets by the collapse of their joint venture.
The comparison of the absolute value coefficients of the two types of factors allows us to affirm that the
"strategic capabilities" factor holds a strongest weight than that the competitive intensity in the explanation of
the two types of coopetition and this despite its negative sign in both cases. However, vertical coopetition
depends more heavily on both strategic capabilities and competitive intensity than the horizontal coopetition.
The primacy of the “capability” factor in explaining coopetition strategies is thus fully in line with the
assumptions of the resource approach which predicts that it is the lack of strategic resources that drives
companies to opt for coopetition since the resources sought are most often found among the competitor
(Chiambaretto & Fernandez, 2016).
As for the different dimensions of the two types of coopetition, this study shows the primacy of the “capability”
factor in the explanation of the aggressive and cooperative intensity for both horizontal and vertical coopetition.
Indeed, the different coefficients relating to capabilities are higher in absolute value than those of the competitive
intensity.
Finally, an attempt to compare the conditions of recourse to horizontal coopetition in the detriment of vertical
coopetition or vice versa, and subject to simultaneous consideration of the two factors proposed in this research
(intensity of competition and strategic capabilities), allows classification of recourse to these two strategies as
shown in the matrix below (Table 2). The latter may constitute a very useful guide for Tunisian managers who
can illuminate their path in terms of coopetition strategies.
Table 2. Matrix of strategic coopetition choices
Competition intensity
Strategic Capabilities

Low
Vertical coopetition (isolement)

Low

Vertical coopetition (adaptation)
Horizontal coopetition(adaptation)

High
Horizontal coopetition
(conflictual)

8. Managerial Implications
This research leads to attractive results that can be diagnostic and assessment tools for managers who can guide
them in their strategic choices of coopetition in various situations of competitive intensity and strategic
capabilities.
The study also highlights the crucial role that the lack of strategic capabilities can play in the orientation towards
coopetition strategies. An important implication of this relationship is that coopetition strategies seem to offer a
successful alternative for indigent businesses of these abilities. The latter are recommended to resort first to the
vertical coopetition strategy and then to the horizontal coopetition strategy.
These results also send a message to companies in the industry, whose strategic choices depend on the strategic
capabilities of their competitors, and who must distinguish between the real threats of competing firms versus
companies that pass fictitious threats without being able to compete or have the resources to overcome the threat
competition. Similarly, one must be cautious about certain companies that do not suffer from a lack of resources
and that can propose to coopeete with the sole intention of accessing the competitor's key competencies. By the
same token, public decision-makers can learn from this research, which, by ensuring that competition in Tunisian
manufacturing industries and consumer welfare are well managed, must control the excessive use of coopetition
strategies intended to eliminate competitors and monopolize the market.
9. Conclusions
This research is part of business strategies new approaches, including explanatory factors for the coopetition
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strategy. This study allowed us to draw a number of conclusions. First, the present study contributes to the
enrichment of the debate on the determining factors of the different coopetition strategies, which has long
focused on one of these two types of factors without bringing them together. Our study has the merit of showing
that these two factors have simultaneously a considerable weight in the determination of the strategic choices of
coopetition. Two strategic coopetition situations (horizontal and vertical) have been identified.
Secondly, this study has shown that coopetition is a two-dimensional phenomenon that cannot be reduced to a
single reductive dimension (Fernandez et al., 2010). Indeed, we took the initiative to develop a two-dimensional
and direct measure of dyadic coopetition across a scale that consists of two dimensions; a "cooperation"
dimension and a "competitive aggressiveness" dimension, reflecting more deeply the reality and the specificity
of this strategy.
However like all research work, ours does not lack limits. A first limit refers to the choice of the Tunisian
manufacturing industry to test our conceptual model which remains strongly linked to the specificities of
research (intense competition) and which is far from allowing us to generalize our results to other sectors or to
other developing countries. This calls for a future inter-industry comparative analysis or with other developing
countries that can decide on the possibility of extending or circumscribing the scope of our results.
In addition, the present problem can be taken up by integrating other explanatory factors of strategic choices of
coopetition, such as a wider range of resources and strategic capabilities, the life cycle of products, the size of
the firm, etc. (Roy et al., 2010; Gynawali & Parck, 2009).
Finally, another limitation refers to the static nature of the competitive forces approach adopted. Indeed,
behavioral factors, such as the characteristics of the company's actions and the competitors ‘reactions, can be of
a considerable explanatory contribution to the strategic choices of coopetition (Bensebaa, 2003; Le Roy, 2004).
Future research could incorporate such factors.
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Appendix
Table 3. Tests’ Results of research hypotheses
Estimated beta

Variables’ Relationship

CR

NS

S

SCOPTH <--IC

,013

,013***

,179

SCOPTHC<--IC

-,124

-,157*

-2,194

CPTHAG--IC

,181

,269***

3,600

SCPTV--IC

-,503

-,503***

-8,261

SCPTVC <--IC

-,568

-,531***

-7,765

CPTVAG--IC

-,535

-,550***

-6,565

SCOPTH<--CS

-,607

-,607***

-10,856

SCOPTHC<--CS

-,531

-,408***

-6,377

CPTHAG<--CS

-,335

-,626***

-6,284

SCPTV--CS

-,618

-,618***

-11,172

SCPTVC<--CS

-,668

-,584***

-8,950

CPTVAG<--CS

-,954

-,768***

-10,718

***, **, *: significative at 1%, 5%,10%
IC: Competitive Intensity, CS: Strategic Capabilities, SCOPTH: Horizontal Coopetition, SCPTV: Vertical
Coopetition, SCOPTHC: propensity to cooperation in horizontal coopetition, CPTHAG: propensity to
aggression in horizontal coopetition, SCOPTVC: propensity to cooperation in vertical coopetition, CPTVAG:
propensity to aggression in vertical coopetition
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